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Abstract: Brain source imaging and time frequency mapping (TFM) are commonly used in
magneto/electro encephalography (M/EEG) imaging. However, these methods suffer from important
limitations. Source imaging is based on an ill-posed inverse problem leading to instability of
source localization solutions, has a limited capacity to localize high frequency oscillations and
loses its robustness for induced responses (ill-defined trigger). The drawback of TFM is that it
involves independent analysis of signals from a number of frequency bands, and from co-localized
sensors. In the present article, a regression-based multi-sensor space–time–frequency analysis (MSA)
approach, which integrates co-localized sensors and/or multi-frequency information, is proposed.
To estimate task-specific brain activations, MSA uses cross-validated, shifted, multiple Pearson
correlation, calculated from the time–frequency transformed brain signal and the binary signal
of stimuli. The results are projected from the sensor space onto the cortical surface. To assess
MSA performance, the proposed method was compared to the weighted minimum norm estimate
(wMNE) source imaging method, in terms of spatial selectivity and robustness against an ill-defined
trigger. Magnetoencephalography (MEG) recordings were performed in fourteen subjects during
two motor tasks: finger tapping and elbow flexion/extension. In particular, our results show that the
MSA approach provides good localization performance when compared to wMNE and statistically
significant improvement of robustness against ill-defined trigger.

Keywords: magnetoencephalography; cortex; source imaging; localization; time–frequency;
multi-sensor; linear regression; coefficient of determination

1. Introduction

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is routinely used in non-invasive dynamic functional brain
imaging. Functional brain imaging is commonly performed using source imaging methods. The basic
principle of source imaging involves the use of the dipolar biophysical model to reconstruct brain
sources from scalp measurements, assuming that the MEG signal can be expressed as a linear mixture
of brain sources in the presence of noise [1]. The time course of each dipole current is estimated from
the MEG signal. Currently, brain source imaging uses a high number of dipoles (typically around
15,000) in order to reconstruct the brain activity. Consequently, the number of dipoles generally
exceeds the number of sensors (up to 306). This results in an ill-posed inverse problem that requires a
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regularization step [2]. Several methods have been developed to deal with this, including minimum
norm, Bayesian, tensor, sparse, and subspace based approaches [3–6]. Priors used in regularizing the
inverse problem apply to spatial, temporal, or spatio-temporal distribution of the sources, resulting in
a tradeoff between temporal or spatial source imaging resolution.

Classically, sources are computed by averaging brain signals from many trials to increase the
signal to noise ratio [7]. However, trial averaging is generally sensitive to ill-defined event triggers,
which occur for induced response studies, due to variable subject response time. Motor triggers are
often used in MEG studies to synchronize the brain activity to the actual motor execution. However, in
some cases, such as in Brain Computer Interface (BCI) studies involving mental tasks and/or patients
with motor disabilities, motor triggers cannot be measured [8]. In this case, visual cues triggered on
the timing of the motor instruction could be used with a compromise on timing accuracy.

Another limitation of approaches to source imaging concerns high frequency brain oscillation
localization, i.e., the averaging results in low pass filtering of brain signals. Subsequently, identified
brain sources mainly represent low frequency brain oscillations. Sources of high frequency oscillation
have been reported in epilepsy or for evoked activity [9–12]. However, these cases correspond to
synchronous oscillations. Moreover, these high frequency sources are localized from a limited number
of frequencies, usually one or a few narrow frequency bands pre-selected from a time frequency (TF)
analysis in sensor space. TF analysis has also been performed by using cortical source reconstructed
MEG data [13–15]. However, these TF analyses integrated to cortical source reconstructed MEG data
also provide limited frequency resolution.

Regarding the brain signal, to take into account its transient and non-stationary characteristics,
the most relevant processing approach is TF analysis. The TF content of a brain signal is particularly
important for a number of applications, e.g., epilepsy seizure detection/prediction, movement disorders,
brain computer interface (BCI) studies. TF brain signal content is used for time–frequency mapping
(TFM), which is primarily applied in MEG data analysis [16–18]). TFM is the simplest way for TF
analysis of MEG data in sensor space. TFM averages TF transformed signals across trials, according to
stimuli. The results are scaled to the mean energy of the signal at each frequency. The modulation of
brain activity is expressed as a percentage of amplitude change according to the baseline activity for a
given sensor, frequency, and time delay related to stimuli [19]. TFM is used to identify informative
frequencies and to localize task-related modulations of brain activity [20]. The drawback of TFM is
that it involves the independent analysis of signals from a number of frequency bands, and from
co-localized sensors (namely, the use of an Elekta MEG system with a triplet of co-localized sensors).
This results in several criteria associated with the same location. Nevertheless, estimation of the general
level of signal modulation, for a given location, across a set of frequencies, is desirable for a number
of applications.

In the present article, we propose a new methodological approach to overcome the following
drawbacks of widely applied source imaging and TFM: (a) sensitivity to ill-defined triggers; (b) limited
frequency resolution, and particularly, limited capability to localize high frequency oscillations;
(c) potential instability caused by ill-posed inverse problem of source imaging, and (d) difficulties in
processing multi-sensor/multi-frequency data by TFM. Although the proposed method is especially
suited to the analysis of MEG signals acquired with co-localized sensors (Elekta MEG device, Elekta,
Helsinki, Finland), this method can be applied more largely to integrate multi-frequency information,
or data from different kinds of sensors (e.g., EEG and MEG).

The proposed multi-sensor space–time–frequency analysis (MSA) consists of a simple
regression-based statistical method. TF transformed MEG signals from co-localized sensors are
considered as inputs, and shifted binary stimuli signal is considered as output. Shifted multiple
Pearson correlation (MPC) is calculated for input and output signals, using linear regression. This allows
the co-localized sensors and/or multi-frequency information to be integrated. The MPC of shifted
binary stimuli, and prediction from regression, characterizes the general signal modulation in a sensor
space, for a given location and for a given delay (shift) related to stimuli. To prevent overtraining,
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which may result in overestimation of MPC, a cross-validation procedure is integrated in to the MPC
estimation procedure. In addition, L2 regularization is applied to stabilize the MPC in the presence of
correlated variables. Further, MSA cortical maps are obtained by projecting results from the sensor
space onto the brain surface.

The proposed MSA method has been compared to the weighted minimum norm estimate (wMNE)
source imaging method, in terms of spatial selectivity and robustness against an ill-defined trigger,
namely a visual trigger instead of a motor trigger. wMNE was chosen, as this method is widely used
in MEG source imaging and is classified as the gold standard. In our study, brain activity was recorded
with MEG during upper limb tasks (finger tapping, elbow flexion) in healthy subjects. The study
involved fourteen subjects, and data were analyzed using both approaches.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethics Statement

This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of good practice for conducting
and reporting MEG research [21]. The study was approved by the local Ethical Committee (CPP)
and the French National Agency for Medicines and Health Products Safety (ANSM) (Clinical trial
n◦: NCT02574026, CPP n◦: 10-CHUG-7, ANSM id RCB n◦: 2010-A00421-38 and clinical trial n◦:
NCT02790411, CPP n◦: 13-CHUG-07, ANSM id RCB n◦: 2013-A00414-41). All the subjects gave written
informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki before experimentation.

2.2. Participants and Tasks

Overall, 14 subjects with unknown neurological and psychiatric disorders were included in the
study. Two experiments involving motor movements are considered. In the first experiment referred
to as “FingerTap”, seven participants (female = 5/7, mean age = 37 y, SD = 17 y) were asked to press a
pad using their right index finger. In the second experiment, called “FlexElbow” seven participants
(female = 3/7, mean age = 27 y, SD = 8 y) were asked to perform flexions of the right elbow. For these
two experiments the participants were sitting down in front of a stimulus screen while their MEG
activity was recorded.

The “FingerTap” experiment offers two different triggers to analyze the brain activations associated
to motor activations: 1/a motor trigger which provides a precise timing of the movement onset, 2/a visual
cue which was used to display the movements instructions to the participants. This is different from
the “FlexElbow” experiment for which trials could only be analyzed based on the visual cue as no
motor trigger was available.

Each trial started with the presentation of a red fixation cross of varying duration (2.25–4 s)
followed by a visual cue (white sphere) which was displayed for two seconds (Figure 1A). Prior to the
session, the participants were instructed about the movement to be executed every time the visual cue
appeared on the screen. For each experiment, the stimuli (n > 100 trials) were presented using Stim2
software (Compumedics, Victoria, Australia). The duration of a session was approximately 10 min.

Throughout the course of recording, the subjects were video-monitored and could communicate
with the experimenter via a MEG-compatible intercom system.
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Figure 1. Cross-validated shifted multiple correlation is calculated in sensor space. (A) Neural signal 
recording with Elekta Neuromag system comprising 306 measurement channels organized in 
channel-triplets (two planar gradiometers and one radial magnetometer, not used in this study), on 
102 silicon chips, in a helmet-shaped array. (B) Spectral decomposition using Morlet continuous 
wavelet transform (CWT) and feature extraction. (C) Matrices of features (e.g., for a channel-doublet 
of two gradiometers) and shift (𝜏 ) for a given session, including trials and basic activity periods. (D) 
Four-fold cross-validated shifted multiple correlation. 

2.3. MEG Measurements 

Participants’ MEG activity was measured in a magnetically shielded room using a 306-channel 
whole scalp array (204 planar gradiometers and 102 magnetometers) from the Elekta Neuromag 
system (Elekta Neuromag Oy, Helsinki, Finland). ECG and EOG were recorded simultaneously. The 
recording sampling rate was 1000 Hz. Continuous head position indicator (cHPI) signals were 
recorded during the experiments to track the subject’s head movements. 

Prior to experimentation, a 3D digitization system (Isotrak II®, Polhemus, Colchester, VT, USA) 
was used to localize anatomical fiducial points for later co-registration with magnetic resonance 
acquisition (MRI). The relative positions of the cHPI emitters and of numerous points over the 
participant’s head surface were also measured. For the “FingerTap” experiment, a fiber optic-based 
sensor allowed the recording of the participant’s index tapping. It provided the onset/offset timing 
of the executed movement. 

Individual anatomical 3D T1-weighted magnetic resonance acquisitions were performed using 
a 1.5 T MRI scanner for the “FingerTap” subjects (Magnetom Espree, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) 
and a 3 T MRI scanner for the “FlexElbow” subjects (Achieva TX, Philips, Eindhoven, The 
Nederlands), with a resolution of 1 × 1 × 1.1 mm. 

2.4. Pre-Processing 

Temporal signal space separation (tSSS) [22] was applied to reduce the noise in the MEG data 
using MaxFilter 3.0 software (Elekta, Helsinki, Finland). First, a manual reviewing of raw data 
allowed the marking of bad channels. Second, the tSSS filter was applied using head movement 
compensation and automatic bad channel correction. The main parameters were kept to default (tSSS 
correlation threshold of 0.98, orders of expansion for “in” and “out” components of signal 

Figure 1. Cross-validated shifted multiple correlation is calculated in sensor space. (A) Neural
signal recording with Elekta Neuromag system comprising 306 measurement channels organized
in channel-triplets (two planar gradiometers and one radial magnetometer, not used in this study),
on 102 silicon chips, in a helmet-shaped array. (B) Spectral decomposition using Morlet continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) and feature extraction. (C) Matrices of features (e.g., for a channel-doublet
of two gradiometers) and shift (τi) for a given session, including trials and basic activity periods.
(D) Four-fold cross-validated shifted multiple correlation.

2.3. MEG Measurements

Participants’ MEG activity was measured in a magnetically shielded room using a 306-channel
whole scalp array (204 planar gradiometers and 102 magnetometers) from the Elekta Neuromag system
(Elekta Neuromag Oy, Helsinki, Finland). ECG and EOG were recorded simultaneously. The recording
sampling rate was 1000 Hz. Continuous head position indicator (cHPI) signals were recorded during
the experiments to track the subject’s head movements.

Prior to experimentation, a 3D digitization system (Isotrak II®, Polhemus, Colchester, VT, USA)
was used to localize anatomical fiducial points for later co-registration with magnetic resonance
acquisition (MRI). The relative positions of the cHPI emitters and of numerous points over the
participant’s head surface were also measured. For the “FingerTap” experiment, a fiber optic-based
sensor allowed the recording of the participant’s index tapping. It provided the onset/offset timing of
the executed movement.

Individual anatomical 3D T1-weighted magnetic resonance acquisitions were performed using a
1.5 T MRI scanner for the “FingerTap” subjects (Magnetom Espree, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and
a 3 T MRI scanner for the “FlexElbow” subjects (Achieva TX, Philips, Eindhoven, The Nederlands),
with a resolution of 1 × 1 × 1.1 mm.

2.4. Pre-Processing

Temporal signal space separation (tSSS) [22] was applied to reduce the noise in the MEG data
using MaxFilter 3.0 software (Elekta, Helsinki, Finland). First, a manual reviewing of raw data allowed
the marking of bad channels. Second, the tSSS filter was applied using head movement compensation
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and automatic bad channel correction. The main parameters were kept to default (tSSS correlation
threshold of 0.98, orders of expansion for “in” and “out” components of signal respectively set to 8 and
3, and a 10 s-long time buffer). Notch filtering at 50 Hz and harmonics (100 Hz, 150 Hz, 200 Hz and
250 Hz) was also applied to remove power line contamination.

2.5. Anatomy

Grey and white matters were segmented, scalp and cortical surfaces were reconstructed and
the parcellation of their folding pattern was calculated using the “recon-all” pipeline available in
the FreeSurfer software package (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu, [23]). MRI data, meshes for
scalp and cortex surfaces and cortical surface parcellation were imported in Brainstorm software
(http://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm/, [19]). Fiducials and digitized head points were used to
co-register the anatomical MRI scans with the MEG recording.

For the two hemispheres, participants’ cortical surface was divided according to the four external
lobes: frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital. Because in this study we were particularly interested in
activations linked to motor movements, the motor area located in the posterior part of the frontal lobe
was isolated as a separate region. Ten distinct areas namely the left/right motor region (Lmot/Rmot),
the left/right frontal lobe anterior to the motor region (Lfront/Rfront), the left/right parietal lobe
(Lpar/Rpar), the left/right temporal lobe (Ltemp/Rtemp) and the left/right occipital lobes (Locc/Rocc)
are therefore considered in this study. These regions were created by merging the specific cortical
parcellations obtained from the FreeSurfer’s Destrieux surface-based atlas (Figure 2).
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2.6. MSA

2.6.1. Spectral Decomposition

For spectral decomposition, a complex continuous wavelet transform (Morlet) was applied for
each sensor, in 30 frequency bands spread regularly in a logarithmic scale ranging from 1 Hz to
250 Hz. Morlet wavelet was chosen as it is a popular tool for time–frequency decompositions of
electrophysiological data [19,24], and is particularly used in BCI applications [25,26]. The absolute
values of wavelet coefficients were averaged in sliding windows (300 ms), centered, and then scaled to
the energy of the signal at each frequency [27].

2.6.2. Multiple Coefficient of Correlation

Conventional TFM averages the task-related TF decomposed signal of brain activity from each
sensor across the trials, and refers it to the basic brain activity. Similarly, the shifted Pearson correlation
(PC) R f (τ) can be calculated.

Let us consider

• x f (t), a spectral component of the brain signal, f is a frequency;

• y(t), a binary marker of stimuli: y(t) = 1 at the stimulus time occurrence and y(t) = 0 otherwise;
stimuli correspond to the starting points of trials (Figure 1).

Here time t ∈ [0, T] and T is session duration.

http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu
http://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm/
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Shifted PC of y(t) and the centered x f (t) for a time shift τ ∈ [0, τmax] is estimated as [28]:

R f (τ) =
1
n

∑
t
x f (t)(y(t− τ) − y)/σx f σy.

Similar to TFM, R f (τ) characterizes the difference between averaged event-related brain activities
and basic brain activities, for a spectral component. Simple PC is calculated for bivariate data: scalar
x f (t) and y(t). It characterizes task-related signal modulation at moment τ ∈ [0, τmax] related to the
beginning of a trial, for one sensor and one frequency. On the contrary, multiple PC (MPC) R(τ) can
be estimated for multivariable data. MPC is the square root of the coefficient of determination [28],
which estimates the fraction of the variance in the output variable y(t) that is explained by the vector
of inputs x(t), using linear regression

ŷ(t) = bTx(t).

Here, coefficient b is the least square estimate. MPC can be calculated for the brain activity
recorded by the co-localized sensors (e.g., pair of gradiometers x1(t), x2(t)) and/or for a set of frequencies{
f1, f2, . . .

}
. The input vector of brain activity x(t) summarizes the signals recorded during a session at

a given location (all sensors), and is analyzed in a set of frequencies:

x(t) =
(
xT

1 (t), xT
2 (t)

)T
; xi(t) =

(
xi, f1(t), xi, f2(t), . . .

)T
; i = 1, 2; fi ∈

{
f1, f2, . . .

}
; t ∈ [0, T].

Similar to simple PC, shifted stimuli y(t− τ) are considered as the output (Figure 1). The shifted
MPC R(τ) characterizes the overall modulation of brain activity (all sensors, all frequencies) at a given
location in sensor space, at time moment τ, in relation to the stimuli.

The MPC is based on least-squares regression. The increase in the dimension, including recordings
from several sensors which are decomposed in a set of frequencies, may cause an overfitting effect and
overestimation of the correlation level. The n− fold cross-validation procedure is introduced into the
MPC calculation to avoid this overfitting. The whole dataset is split into non-overlapping subsets.
While n− 1 subsets are used to estimate regression coefficients, predicted values ŷ(t) are calculated
for the remaining observations. The cross-validation process is repeated n times. Each subset is
used exactly once as validation data. R(τ) is estimated from the resulting prediction. Here, four-fold
cross-validation was applied (Figure 1).

Another problem associated with multiple regression is correlated variables. Spectral components
of a signal can be highly correlated, particularly for neighbor and narrow frequency bins. To overcome
the problem, L2-penalization of least squares (ridge regression) [29] is also applied for regression
coefficient estimation.

2.6.3. Projection onto the Cortex

To estimate the location of the modulated activity within the cortex, the cortical surface mesh was
computed from MRI, as described above. As MPC involves non-linear statistics of observed signals,
standard linear inverse methods cannot be applied directly. Therefore, simple projection was used
to transpose MPC statistics from sensor space to the brain surface. For this, each point of the brain
surface is placed in correspondence to the three nearest sensor loci of the helmet. Then inverse distance
weighting (IDW) [30] is locally applied. The assigned values to each unknown point of cortical surface
mesh is calculated with a weighted average of the nearest values available at sensor space. The inverse
of the distances (Euclidean) from the point of cortical surface mesh to available points at sensor space
(“amount of proximity”) is used when assigning weights.
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2.7. wMNE Source Reconstruction

wMNE was chosen as this source reconstruction method is widely used and well documented in
the literature. Moreover, this method has been implemented in a number of open-source software
products, such as Brainstorm [19], MNE [31], and Fieldtrip [32], as well as in some commercial software.

Before wMNE source reconstruction, independent components analysis (ICA) decomposition
was calculated using MNE-Python software (v0.18, [31]) using a number of components equal to
the data rank. This decomposition was finally loaded in Brainstorm and the components to be
removed were manually chosen based on typical time-course and spatial pattern of cardiac and
eye-movement artifacts.

Trials from the two experiments were epoched from 0 to 1.5 s post-visual cue onset. For the
“FingerTap” experiment trials were also epoched from −0.5 s to 1 s post-movement onset.
Trials with multiple responses from subject or residual artifact after tSSS filtering were discarded,
using peak-to-peak detection with a threshold set to 5000 fT. The MEG forward model was computed
using the analytical approach with multiple nested spheres implemented in Brainstorm software [33,34].
For this step, individual subjects cortical and head surface meshes were used.

Whitened and depth-weighted minimum norm estimates algorithm from Hamalainen’s MNE
software, which was implemented in Brainstorm software, was used for the comparison to the MSA
statistical approach. This source reconstruction algorithm corresponds to an L2 norm estimate that
yields small, distributed estimates of cerebral currents (compared to, for example, an L1 norm, which
favors a few, large-amplitude currents) to explain the observed sensor data. The input noise covariance
matrix was computed for each subject on a baseline defined between −0.5 and −0.001 s with respect to
visual onset, across all trials. Constrained sources were finally reconstructed over the averaged trials.

2.8. Group-Level Analysis

Group-level activation maps were calculated using anatomical standardization between
participants: all individual wMNE and MSA maps were mapped to the MNI/ICBM152 brain
template [35] using the surface-based registration approach available in Brainstorm when individual
MRI data is first processed with FreeSurfer. Grand average across participants was finally calculated
for each type of reconstruction (wMNE or MSA), each experiment (“FlewElbow” or “TapFinger”) and
each trigger when available (visual cue or motor trigger).

2.9. Statistical Analyses

For each participant, the mean absolute value over the vertices of the ten regions ((L/R)front,
(L/R)mot, (L/R)par, (L/R)temp, (L/R)occ) was computed at each time point of the whole epoch: from 0
to 1.5 s post-visual cue onset and from −0.5 to 1 s post-movement onset. All these values combined
across time and region provided a distribution that was specific to each participant. Because they did
not necessarily follow a normal distribution, we used a quantile method to detect outlier values that
would stand out from the baseline level. For a given region, time point values exceeding the fifth
quintile of this distribution (corresponding to a 95% confidence interval in the particular case of a
Gaussian distribution) were therefore considered as significant. For each participant, the percentage of
significant time points found in the left motor (Lmot) region using the MSA and the wMNE methods
was compared by performing one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. The same statistical methodology
was applied on the group-level data.

3. Results

The proposed MSA method was tested on two datasets: the “FingerTap” and the “FlexElbow”
experiments in comparison to classical wMNE analyses.

The cortical maps of the absolute activity values were obtained for each participant and on average
across participants using the MSA and wMNE methods for the “FingerTap” experiment (Figure 3,
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left) and the “FlexElbow” experiment (Figure 4, left). The mean absolute value over the vertices of
the ten selected regions (Figure 2) was computed by participant and on average across participants.
This allowed us to represent the time-course activity of a specific region such as the left motor region
(“Lmot”) (Figure 3, right and Figure 4, right). Values exceeding the fifth quintile of the distribution
value obtained from the ten regions of interest were considered as significant.Sensors 2020, 20, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 16 
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expected in the left motor region.  

3.1.1. Tapping: Motor Triggering 

Figure 3. “FingerTap” experiment: (Left) Cortical mapping of the absolute values calculated using the
multi-sensor space–time–frequency analysis (MSA) (upper rows) and the weighted minimum norm
estimate (wMNE) method (lower rows). (Right) Time course of the mean absolute value in the Lmot
region using the MSA (blue curve) and the wMNE method (orange curve). The additional histogram
in the top-right plot indicates the participants’ response time after visual cue. The results shown
correspond to the group-level calculations (upper frame) and to a specific subject for illustration (subj.
#13, lower frame).
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method (orange curve). The results shown correspond to the group-level calculations (upper frame)
and to a specific subject for illustration (subj. #1).
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3.1. “FingerTap” Experiment

Brain activations during tapping were analyzed with respect to the motor trigger and the
presentation of the visual cue. Because the task involved the right finger, brain activations were
expected in the left motor region.

3.1.1. Tapping: Motor Triggering

Using the MSA method (Figure 5A), four regions: Lmot, Lfront, Lpar and Rmot exhibit at least one
significant time point over all the participants. Only one participant was found with significant values
for the Lfront and Rmot regions: participant 1 and 5 respectively. For the Lpar region, two participants:
participants 2 and 4 were found with significant time points. For the Lmot region however, significant
time points were found for all the participants. On average across participants, 84.5% (SD = 17.7, range:
55–100%) of the significant time points were found in the Lmot region with an average median timing
of 0.199 s (SD = 0.23, range: 0.038–0.698 s). This shows the selectivity of the MSA method.
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Figure 5. Participants’ mean absolute value of activity for the ten regions of interest using the MSA
(MPC values) (A,C,E) and the wMNE method (current values) (B,D,F). Brain activations were triggered
on the motor response (A,B) and on the visual cue (C,D) for the “FingerTap” experiment and on the
visual cue only for the “FlexElbow” task (E,F). Each grey curve corresponds to the values obtained for
a given participant during a specific task. For each region, significant time points are shown by black
asterisks displayed below the curves (one row by participant).
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The same analysis was performed using the wMNE method (Figure 5B). Significant time points
were found for the all ten regions. In particular, for the Lmot region all the participants exhibit
significant time points with an average median timing of 0.223 s (SD = 0.38, range: −0.368–0.717 s).
Overall, 46.8% (SD = 30.5, range: 9–92%) of the significant time points were found in the Lmot region
on average across participants. This value was significantly lower than the 84.5% obtained using the
MSA method (Wilcoxon signed rank test, one-tail, p = 0.039).

The MSA results obtained on the motor trigger show that this method can reliably track the
increase of activations in the left motor cortex elicited by the right finger tapping. Indeed, most of
the significant time points were observed in the left motor cortex around the onset of the movement.
This spatial and temporal selectivity was not as strong when using the wMNE analyses. In the following
part, we test whether the MSA method is still robust when brain activations are triggered on the
visual cue.

3.1.2. Tapping: Visual Triggering

Tracking brain activations on the visual cue onset is associated with some uncertainty regarding
the starting time point of the executed movement. This trial-to-trial variability does not hold when the
brain activations are epoched in relation to the motor onset. We tested whether the MSA remains a
robust method in such conditions. The same methodology used with the motor trigger is applied

Using the MSA method (Figure 5C), two regions: Lpar and Rmot exhibit at least one significant
time point over all the participants. Only one participant was found with significant values for the
Rmot regions: participant 5 and four participants for the Lpar region: participants 2, 4, 6 and 7. For the
Lmot region however, significant time points were found for all the participants. On average across
participants, 89.9% (SD = 16.6, range: 56–100%) of the significant time points were found in the Lmot
region with an average median timing of 0.556 s (SD = 0.24, range: 0.348–1.026 s).

The same analysis was performed for the data obtained with the wMNE method (Figure 5D).
Significant time points were found for nine regions. In particular, for the Lmot region six participants
exhibit significant time points with an average median timing of 0.641 s (SD = 0.35, range: 0.296–1.218 s).
Overall, 34.4% (SD = 35.9, range: 0–92%) of the significant time points were found in the Lmot region
on average across participants. This percentage was significantly lower than the 89.9% observed using
the MSA method (Wilcoxon signed rank test, one-tail, p = 0.0078).

Brain activations during right tapping movements could be tracked with high selectivity in the
left motor region using the MSA method compared to the classical wMNE method. The difference
between the two methods was particularly visible when the movements were triggered on the visual
cue onset. According to our data, the MSA method offers a better robustness in such conditions. In the
next experiment we will test whether the MSA method performs well to detect brain activations elicited
by right elbow flexions epoched on a visual cue.

3.2. “FlexElbow” Experiment
Overall, seven regions of interest show significant time points for at least one of the participants

using the MSA method (Figure 5E). For the wMNE method, significant values were found for all the
ten regions (Figure 5F). In the Lmot region, significant time points were obtained for six participants
with an average median timing of 0.498 s (SD = 0.10, range: 0.376–0.642 s) for the MSA method.
For the wMNE method, only four participants exhibit significant time points in the Lmot region with
an average median timing of 0.674 s (SD = 0.35, range: 0.318–1.006). The percentage of significant
time points in the Lmot region was higher using the MSA method (54.4%, SD = 37.6, range: 0–100%)
compared to the wMNE method (14.7%, SD = 19.0, range: 0–47.5%) (Wilcoxon signed rank test, one-tail,
p = 0.031).

Again, the MSA method shows higher performance than the wMNE method to track selectively
activations induced by specific movements. By replicating the results observed in the “FingerTap”
experiment on the visual trigger, the MSA method provides a solid framework to identify critical brain
activation features in the space–time domain.
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The Table 1 summarizes the results obtained in the Lmot region.

Table 1. Results obtained for the Lmot region for the MSA and wMNE methods on three
experimental conditions.

MSA wMNE

Experimental
Condition Participants Time Points

(%) Timing (s) Participants Time Points
(%) Timing (s)

Motor trigger
FingerTap 7/7 84.5 * 0.199 7/7 46.8 0.223

Visual trigger
FingerTap 7/7 89.9 ** 0.556 6/7 34.4 0.641
FlexElbow 6/7 54.4 * 0.498 4/7 14.7 0.674

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

The confidence in the obtained results can be evaluated using the margin of error (MOE) of our
population (n = 14) which follows a binomial distribution as it involves a binary response: the Lmot
region was found significant for 13 participants (x = 13). To estimate this MOE we used the Adjusted
Wald method proposed by Agresti and Coull [36]:

MOE = Z
√

V′

where V′ = p′(1− p′)/(n + 4) is the estimated population variance, p′ = (x + 2)/(n + 4) is the sample
proportion, and Z = 1.96 for a 95% confidence interval.

This provides a reliable estimate of the MOE when the sample size (n) is small and the sample
proportion (p’) is close to extreme values (0 or 1). The resulting MOE was 0.17. Applying this MOE to
our experimental observations: (1−MOE)·(x/n) = 0.77. This means that we can be 95% sure that the
MSA method works at least 77% of the time. This result provides a reliable estimate of the effectiveness
of the MSA method.

3.3. Group-Level Analysis
The data obtained on average across participant were used to compare the MSA and wMNE

methods at the group level (Figure 6). For the “FingerTap” experiment the percentage of significant
time points in the Lmot region was high for both the MSA: 88.5% and 92.3% and the wMNE methods
84.3% and 93.3% for the motor and visual triggers respectively. For the MSA method, the median
timing of the significant time points in the Lmot region was 0.091 s and 0.423 s for the motor and visual
triggers respectively. For the wMNE method, these values were 0.169 s and 0.445 s respectively. For the
“FlexElbow” experiment, 94.4% of the significant time points (median timing = 0.479 s) were found in
the Lmot region when using the MSA method whereas no significant time points were found in this
region with the wMNE approach.
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4. Discussion

This paper proposes a simple MSA statistical approach to overcome, to some extent,
the shortcomings of MEG data analysis approaches which are currently widely used. These shortcomings
include limited frequency resolution, difficulties in processing multi-sensor/multi-frequency data
and sensitivity to ill-defined triggers. MSA uses cross-validated shifted multiple Pearson correlation,
calculated from the TF transformed signal of brain activity (using co-localized sensors) and the binary
signal of stimuli, for estimating task-specific neural activations. The MSA statistical approach was
compared to the wMNE method widely used in MEG data analysis. The percentage of significant
time points found in the Lmot region was used as an index of spatial selectivity. Our results from
two motor experiments show that the MSA approach provides higher spatial selectivity compared to
source imaging method. This difference was particularly important when considering visual triggers.
Indeed, when using the visual cues, the exact timing of the motor response onset is prone to trial-to-trial
variation. Such a latency-jitter phenomenon would affect methods that are based on trial averaging
such as the wMNE. This means that the MSA approach mainly localized the task correlated activity
over the motor cortical region in the time window used for this analysis, and revealed less activity
outside the contralateral SM cortex. While the wMNE method localized source over the motor cortex,
it also localized source over other cortical regions. Indeed, the wMNE method computes sources in
order to explain, as completely as possible, the brain signal, solving ill-posed inverse problem. Thus,
wMNE results are sensitive to artifacts or noise in the data, despite the averaging step, which seeks
to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The higher performance observed for the MSA approach could
result from the more stable computing compared to wMNE. Indeed, as it does not rely on epoch
averaging, MSA is less sensitive to the signal nulling induced by a jitter in the trigger, particularly at
high frequencies. Hence, MSA allows the proper analyzes more efficiently high frequency content of
input data.

The goal of considering an MSA approach was to better take into account the frequency content
of the brain signal, to integrate data from different kinds of sensors, and to improve robustness for
a restricted dataset. Typically, we envision restrictions such as single-subject presurgical functional
brain mapping for patients with motor disabilities where the subject condition avoids the use of
motor trigger or lengthy acquisitions, making it impossible to follow clinical practical guidelines [37].
Source reconstruction methods such as wMNE are usually applied to averaged signals locked to the
stimulus or the task of interest, as this is required to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of data before
modeling sources. Consequently, brain sources modeled with these source reconstruction algorithms
are mainly based on low-frequency information contained in the recorded brain signal. The MSA
approach has been designed to take into account broad frequency band information. Methodological
efforts are currently undertaken to apply source reconstruction trial by trial, but this approach remains
limited [38–40]. The MSA approach also enables one to combine signals from different kinds of
magnetic sensors, such as gradiometers and magnetometers, which is more difficult with mathematical
and biophysical approaches used in source reconstruction.

In terms of timing, the group-level analysis showed good accordance between the latencies
measured with both methods: ~0.100 s for the motor trigger and ~0.450 s for the visual trigger.
These timings are coherent with the cues that are considered.

Several methodological comparisons between various source imaging approaches have already
been reported [4,41,42]. In this study, the MSA approach is mathematically different from the wMNE
method. This differentiates this work from previous methodological comparison studies. MSA is not
an inverse problem-solving algorithm, such as source reconstruction methods, e.g., wMNE. Rather,
it is a statistical approach of brain signal processing in the sensor space. Therefore, in terms of
localization over the cortical surface, MSA requires one to project data over the cortical surface, for a
given brain mesh point. In this way, the cortical images from MSA do not correspond to biophysical
modeling of current densities (and inverse problem solving), as performed with source reconstruction.
The counterpart is that anatomo-functional localization may be poorer than that obtained from source
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reconstruction using 15,000 dipoles covering the brain surface (as with wMNE). This issue requires
further study. In addition, applying MSA to current densities over the brain surface, computed from
each trial and each gradiometer or magnetometer, should work around this issue; however, it would
require high computational resources. The advantage is that MSA provides unicity of the mathematical
estimate of task-correlated cortical activity, and is intrinsically more stable and more robust for a
restricted dataset. Thus, possible poorer localization (in term of spatial accuracy) but better spatial
selectivity and more stability, would be preferred in some cases; such cases would favor the MSA
approach rather than source reconstruction.

An important advantage of the MSA method is its robustness. The numerous preprocessing
steps needed for reliable source reconstruction improving the signal-to-noise ratio such as
trial inspection/rejection, and ICA decomposition followed by manual component suppression,
are not necessary and were not applied when performing MSA calculations in the present study.
The MSA method is applied in a completely automatic manner and thus is less sensitive to user
qualification/experience.

The motor tasks with a visual cue as the trigger were chosen in the current study as prospective
tasks to be used in brain computer interface (BCI) applications of four-limb exoskeleton control [8],
in patients with tetraplegia. The “FlexElbow” motor task is typical for BCI paradigms and our results
show that our method can be used efficiently on single subjects to localize activity related to this task.

An important perspective is the exploration and testing of both MSA and wMNE approaches
in subjects with motor disabilities (e.g., persons with paraplegia and tetraplegia). In these patients,
movement attempt-related brain activity should be analyzed. The methods are currently being
applied to MEG data from both healthy subjects and patients, in a clinical trial (reference number
NCT02574026) which focuses on functional mapping in various real and imaginary movements.
Further study will bring new insights into the respective advantages of the MSA approach compared
to source reconstruction.

5. Conclusions

All in all, the MSA is a method for multimodal analysis of multi trial recordings from co-localized
(possibly different) sensors and with informative content in temporal and frequency domains.
The example of application is sensorimotor cortex localization using MEG recording with a pair
of gradiometers. A regression-based MSA integrates multi-sensors and multi-frequency information
to estimate task-specific brain activations using cross validated, shifted, multiple Pearson correlation.
The proposed method was compared to the benchmark wMNE source imaging method using MEG
recordings performed in fourteen subjects during two motor tasks. The MSA approach provided good
localization performance when compared to wMNE and a statistically significant improvement of
robustness against ill-defined triggers. The improvement of robustness may be especially important in
the use case of patients with motor deficits, when synchronization of trials is uncertain. In conclusion,
the MSA statistical approach can be preferable to analyze a restricted MEG dataset if the frequency
content of the signal is essential, and stability of the localization solution is sought. Further study is
needed to clarify noise steadiness and characteristics depending on the amount of data.

The proposed method may be useful for other applications of multimodal analysis of
multi trial experiments with moderate uncertainty in trials synchronization, e.g., in the fields of
telecommunications, earthquake detection, or medical ultrasound imaging (wavefront correction).
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